A Review of Spelling Errors in Arabic and Non-Arabic Contexts
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Abstract

The purpose of this review paper is to identify the core spelling errors in Arabic and Non Arabic Contexts. The most common difficulty that Arab learners may face during their English writing is correct spelling, for many different reasons such as the interference between English and Arabic language and the irregularity of the English language system. Several studies have been undertaken to evaluate writing mistakes and spelling errors in English, and most of them have classified spelling errors into three different categories: morphemic errors, where the errors occur in the morphemes parts (prefixes and suffixes); Intra-Morphemic errors, where errors occur in the word roots themselves such as deleting the final (silent) e vowel in the word write, and splits types, where the learners leave a space inside the word for example, write \textit{my self} as two words instead of myself, one word. Apart from the three categories mentioned above, other studies claim that there are eight different types of error related to the abilities of the students and the nature of the error, and these include inversion, omission, substitution, segmentation, insertion, pronunciation, miscellaneous, and unclassified errors. In this review paper, we have found interlingual and intralingual –related errors where interlingual errors are mainly caused by the interference of the primary or mother language, while, intralingual errors are due to the system and instruction of the target language. Finally, suggestions are given based on previous research about how to review the spelling errors in Arabic and Non Arabic contexts to identify the error and also overcome the problem through alternatives that can be implemented to create a positive impact and can be furthermore used for all types of positive learning.
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1. Introduction

Learning a foreign language always involves a number of challenges as indicated by Johnson (2008) and Rimbar (2017), especially, in the initial phases of learning, where learners make linguistic, syntactic, semantic and phonological errors. James (2013) states that these errors are a by-product of learning the language and they can be used as indicators of learning, as these errors can indicate at which phase of learning the learners are in. Conducting a systematic analysis of learners’ errors could help indicate their needs for learning the language, so teaching can respond in a better way and learning occur at a faster pace. This analysis could further help in designing curricula, teaching plans and methods, and help the plans to eliminate some difficulties.

Writing is an essential system that enables individuals to express their feelings or thoughts when they cannot be spoken. It transfers the sounds that can be heard to words which can be read and seen. Enhancing literacy not only requires improving reading and writing skills but also the correct spelling of words. However, this pivotal component of writing is challenging for many students, particularly Arab students learning English. These learners are unable to spell English words correctly in many cases as they consider English is a foreign language and that they have no command over its pronunciation or spelling of words (Hauser, 2013).

Learning a second language is often challenging for learners as they construct some patterns or rules in the language they are learning according to which they pronounce and spell the words. A second language has patterns different from their native language/mother tongue which creates problems for learning another language. The patterns of an individual’s first language become part of the linguistic instinct of that individual (Kocatepe, 2017). In order to learn any other language, the learner’s linguistic instinct has to undergo various development stages and encounter with the second language, many times. During the process of development,
the speaker listens to sounds which are different from his first language (L1) instinct and forms hypotheses about their use. Native speakers of a language have implicit knowledge about its orthographic structure, that is to say, native speakers pronounce or spell a word in their first language without overt knowledge of its rule (Dewaele & Al-Saraj, 2015).

Among the various difficulties faced by Arab learners learning English, the most common error is related to the spelling of words used in documents. Students, due to ineffective learning, keep on repeating the same spelling errors even, when they have finished high school, university or have joined their area of work, which can create obstacles to their career progress. Therefore, spelling errors can handicap students in various ways. According to Ehri and Rosenthal (2010), accurate spelling goes along with learning the pronunciation of words. Their study suggests that a good command of spelling enables an individual to express his/her thoughts more conveniently and clearly in their writing. The most common errors when writing in English made by the Arab learners include final [e], vowels, silent letters and double consonants. These errors suggest language programmer writers and other stakeholders should focus on this predicament (Rohman, 2017).

Individuals who can spell well are free to express themselves in writing without being conscious of the mechanics of writing details all the time. Tinjacá and Contreras’ (2008) study suggests that developing good spelling skills can help students to concentrate on the writing task rather than being distracted or afraid of committing spelling errors. Their study was based on the students of José Asunción Silva public school, Colombia with 1500 participants; among these were thirty-three tenth graders, sixteen female and seventeen male, between fifteen and nineteen years old. In this way, the final product written by students would be clearly understandable as there would be no excessive spelling errors. The occurrence of spelling errors affect the clarity of written work negatively and therefore; interfere the process of communication between what writer wanted to communicate and what the reader decodes (Fragman, 2015).

Apart from the negative impact spelling errors have on the quality if writing; they also closely relate the reading abilities of an individual. Some researchers, like Fender (2008) argue that bad spellers are bad readers as well. Some of the proponents of this argument such as Holmes and Quinn (2009) state that the causes of bad spelling are very similar to the causes of bad readers. Therefore, it is claimed that finding out the reasons for poor spelling and developing spelling skills could have positive impact on their reading as well as writing proficiency. Most Arab learners of English find it difficult to read writing in this foreign language. Due to this difficulty, readers pay too much attention to reading word by word, which slows the pace of their reading and cause them to stumble a lot (Kostelec Cvitković, 2016). This makes them unable to understand what they are reading because meaning comes from the relationship between words and the order of words. Word by word reading destroys this relationship and so negatively influences the performance of students in reading comprehension tests and their general reading proficiency (Qrquez, & Rashid, 2017).

Poor spelling skills not only affect the literacy skills of the students. They also give a bad impression to colleagues or superiors in the workplace of weak spellers since they are perceived as careless or inadequately educated. Jayousi (2011) conducted a study of the spelling errors of Arab students, their types, causes, and teachers’ responses when they corrected the spelling errors of 537 male students at four different education levels in public schools in the United Arab Emirates. He wanted to find out the perception of spelling errors of Arab learners. From his observations, the students at public schools in the United Arab Emirates seemed to have problems with spelling resulting in adverse effects on their overall language ability and success at school. He complained that teachers are not trained in how to teach spelling to students and they do not devote enough time to help the students learn properly and effectively. Moreover, the teachers have inaccurate concepts relating to the nature of the problems arising from poor spelling - its causes and methods to address these issues. In the light of the above discussion, researchers have found it important to discover the causes of spelling errors made by Saudi University students, the type of mistakes made and how they affect the overall academic as well as professional performance of the students (Naif & Saad,2017).

Considering the significance of learning the English language and the negative effects of being unable to learn it well, it seems that English spelling creates a clear problem for most learners. Spelling is relatively more complicated for Arab learners due to the linguistic difference between their native language i.e. Arabic, and the foreign target language of English. For instance, the writing systems and symbols are quite different. Consequently, it is expected that the spelling errors made by Arabic learners would differ from those of learners from other language backgrounds and therefore, the teaching methods required for Arab learners of English would also be different.
2. Studies of Spelling Errors in the Arabic Context

Several studies have been conducted with different students of universities or academic institutions in Saudi Arabia to evaluate the spelling errors and writing mistakes in terms of English language. The majority of these studies examined and analyzed the written compositions submitted to the course supervisors or instructors. The studies classified errors into three different categories; Intra-morphemic, Morphemic, and Splits. Kao (2013) suggests that there are five different types of Morphemic error, as follows.

In errors of omission, the student fails to complete the word. However, in derivation errors, the student fails to apply basic rules and instructions for spelling a particular word i.e. they write snobbish as snobish. In inflection errors, the student ignores and does not perform the necessary changes while adding the inflection. For instance, students forget to drop the “e” when adding “ing” to some words, i.e. timeing for timing or reducing for reducing. Under the category of residue error, students forget to drop letters in the right context or meaning for that specific word, i.e. bit for bite. Similarly, phonetic errors is where student spell words as they are pronounced e.g. yacht as yech or watched as watcht (Rass, 2015).

Sawalmeh (2013) investigated whether the occurrence of errors decreases as the student moves to a higher standard of education and developing a stronger understanding of the foreign or target language. The study was conducted on the Saudi students majoring in English and analyzed examination papers. Al-Khairy (2013) categorized errors into eight different types based upon the nature of the errors and ability of the students: 1) Inversion (reversing the position of two adjacent letters); 2) Omission (deletion of a letter), 3) Substitution (substituting one or more letters), 4) Segmentation (dividing or breaking a word into two), 5) Insertion (addition of an extra letter within a word), 6) Pronunciation (words misspelled due to their written from being different from their pronunciation), 7) Miscellaneous (mixture of errors that consist of multiple characteristics – making the words unreadable), 8) Unclassified errors (misspelled words that are illegible and contain no specific explanation). Al-Khairy’s study revealed that the majority of the errors were concentrated in addition errors, omission errors and substitution errors.

Similarly, Daif-Allah (2012) also significantly contributed to the identification and analysis of spelling errors made by foreign language learners. This study identified six different major causes that lead students to make mistakes and errors while reading, spelling, and writing in the English language. However, the study does not include a clear analysis of the major reasons or causes. Some of the errors are caused by difference in the sound system of Arabic and that of English, i.e. some of the Arab students spell words in the way they pronounce them (Yan, 2010). Some sounds are not included in the Arabic system such as “v” and “p”, so pronunciation errors are due to the extra sounds in the English language system or written forms which are not pronounced or the same sounds with different written forms (by and buy). This includes most with homophones or schwa. Sometimes the arbitrary and inconsistent nature of English word derivation causes the majority of misspelled words and spelling mistakes, i.e. receive-reception, describe-description, and wife-wives. Generalizing from a rule can also lead to errors in spelling, i.e. analyse as analize or women as womans (Umera-Okeke, 2008). The lack of knowledge or the incomplete or inadequate application of English spelling rules also positively contributes to the occurrence of errors in writing. Furthermore, the study also suggests some personal attributes as reasons for multiple spelling errors or mistakes. Boredom, tiredness, and carelessness were the identified and recognized as increasing the chances of spelling errors in students of Saudi universities (Sharma, 2015).

Kang and Han (2015) highlight three major causes - interlingual, intralingual, and developmental - of errors made by Saudi students in written communication. As defined by Alhaysony (2012), interlingual errors are caused by interference from the primary language or mother tongue; however, intralingual errors are due to the system and instructions of the target language. On the other hand, the developmental errors are the outcome or results of the learner’s developmental process or stage. In addition to these errors, Solati (2014) also pointed out that every individual error may have a number of causes. In the context of interlingual or interlanguage errors, the first cause Mahmoud (2014) found was interlanguage or interlingual errors of four different types:

1) Vocalic transfer: In this category, Arab students lack the knowledge of how to use the correct vowel in the appropriate manner. The learners tend to use vowels abundantly without considering about the rules for vowel use or elementary knowledge of the immense differences between Arabic and English. The results showed that Arab students tended to use high front vowels and reduce all the mid and front high vowels. Additionally, Arab students tend to use mid central vowels to replace mid and mid-front vowels, and use high back vowels to replace all mid and back high vowels. For example, instead of writing “much”, majority of the Arab students wrote “mach”.

2) Consonant replacement: Arab learners tend to substitute letters with an available equivalent or counterpart.
For instance, Arabic does not have the letter “p” in written format, so many Arab students replaced it with another voiced bilabial “b” that is available within the Arabic system. In many the cases, Arab learners wrote *groubs* for groups (Alghonaim, 2014).

3) Epenthesis errors: Since Arabic has very few consonant clusters, students tended to use a vowel to break up a cluster of consonants. For instance, tempting was written as *tempiting* by many Arabic-speaker learners or students.

4) Lastly, nativisation errors: Arabic students write or spell words in the way borrowings from English are pronounced and spelled in Arabic, e.g. *Amreca* as America.

The second groups of errors characterized by Alhaysony (2012) are developmental errors or learner-language errors in five different categories:

1) Cluster Simplification: The error occurs in a word where two adjacent consonants are shortened or simplified by dropping one of them, e.g. Island as *ilan*, Assimilation errors.

2) Where the pronunciation of the following or preceding sounds influence a change in graphemes. For instance, the sound or noise in the environment changes the pronunciation of “t” as “d” in the word “great”.

3) Metathesis: In these errors the positions of two letters are reversed or inverted, i.e. students wrote first as *frist*.

4) Syllable Truncation and Syllable Simplification is where a syllable is omitted either completely or partially, e.g., Excellent as *ecslant*.

5) Epenthesis errors are where a final consonant is added or removed in a word based upon the phonetic features of the previous phoneme, i.e. mined as *mine*

The final cause investigated within the study of errors is intralingual errors, divided into three different types. Firstly, Graphemic Unification is where the majority of students misspell the letters “c” and “g” as “s” and “j”, for instance, college is represented as *calleje* or choice as *shoise*. Secondly, Monographicisation is where graphemes clusters represent the pronunciation of a word in the most simplified manner, e.g. foreign as *foren*. Thirdly, Phoneme/Grapheme Matching errors are made in context of misspelled vowels, e.g. other is written as *ather* (Hassan et al., 2014).

3. Studies of Spelling Errors in a Non- Arabic Context

Wang and Jiang (2015), claim that the initial cause of spelling errors is lack of concentration during the writing process despite students formally knowing the correct spelling or alphabetical sequence. The study also concluded that this type of spelling error occurs equally among students belonging to different grades at university. Some of the major spelling errors included; 1) adding or repeating the wrong letter within a word e.g. doubles as *double* or foundation as *foundation*; 2) omitting a letter or number of letters, e.g. conversation as *convesion* or interference as *interface*; 3) Transposing letters, that ring is placing a letter twice earlier in a word, e.g. Observation as *Obsevation* or conversation as *conversations* (earlier as well as in the correct position 4) doubling the wrong alphabet or letter, e.g. speed as *sped* or spell as *spel*; 5) the carelessness in writing similar letters, e.g. “n” instead of “m”, or “b” instead of “d”; and 6) substituting one letter with the wrong letter, writing, e.g. boat as *boad* or fog as *fod*. Sometimes, students forget some part of a word or substitute a word with another word with a similar meaning but not in the relevant context. The error of interference of association, the confusion similar kind of words, can cause misspelling a word, e.g. bored as *boared* or then as *than* or and as *end* (Brosh, 2015).

Van, Jong and Kuiken, (2012) also claim the other causes of errors that student made in their examinations were related to incorrect observation. Inadequate reflection or observation about the word made it hard for the student to interpret or spell it correctly. Hence, they wrote it as they pronounced it, leading them to make lots of mistakes or errors (Highet, 2017). This classification of errors includes a number of categories discussed in the following paragraphs.

Spelling words in a similar way to its pronunciation, e.g. Wednesday as *Wensday* or lieutenant as *leftenend*. Sometimes, the colloquial speech or spelling errors of their instructors also leads students to mispronounce then write words incorrectly, e.g. chimney is written as *chimley*. Doubling the wrong single letter in a word, i.e. until as *untill*; reversing pairs of letters, in different words, i.e. ei and ie in *receive* and *believe*; inappropriate, incorrect and improper homonyms, i.e. fair as *fare*, bare as *bear*, or sight as *site*. Substituting the letter of one word by another with common visual features, e.g. doing as *doyny* or veil as *veit*. Due to wrongly perceiving or not hearing a word correctly, spelling errors occur during taking lecture or discussion notes. Some spelling errors are due to partial or total ignorance of words heard by students, i.e. *geograthathy* instead of geography (Attia et al.,
According to Saigh and Schmitt (2012), the spelling mistakes in the first stage of English learning can be prevented by establishing the appropriate learning environment for the learners. This environment can support and encourage the students to develop individual habits for testing their accuracy through self-assessment processes before submitting writing to the course instructor (Sharma, 2015). Self-evaluation helps students to look for their spelling mistakes more conscientiously in order to reduce the likelihood of making the same mistakes again in future examinations. On the other hand, the errors in the second are mostly caused due to the ignorance of the words and consequent wrong phonetic spelling. These kinds of errors are reduced by paying close attention through repeatedly reading difficult or misspelled words with the correct guidance and phonetic pronunciation supervision (Meng, 2017).

The study of English errors by Van, Jong and Kuiken (2012) also suggests that students with different first languages can reduce their guesswork or estimates in writing down the correct spelling, by focusing on the difficult and complex words to eliminate the errors in those words in reading, spelling and writing contexts. Moreover, better visual analysis and evaluation of the letters needs to be done for using the correct letter in the right place. Forming an association between the correct pronunciation, written form and awareness of the meaning can also help prevent the same sort of spelling errors in future (Al-Busaidi & Al-Saqqaf, 2015).

Thomas (2013) also analyzed the spelling errors of non-native speakers - Swedish and Finnish students - in their written English. The study pointed out that Finnish has more direct correspondence between symbols and sounds (near-phonemic) compared to Swedish so the results would be expected to be different for the 2 groups of students. How much the mother language is distanced from the target language in terms of spelling proficiencies, skills, and knowledge may also affect learner development. According to Polio (2012), the spelling errors can be classified as occurring because their spellings do not match their pronunciation. This category entails two further subcategories, described in the paragraphs that follow.

Omission, substitution of a sounded letter, i.e. Producing words that do not exist in English, e.g., *setting* for *setting*, or *chatting* for *chatting*, also creates spelling problems. Confusion between different forms of a root word, i.e. do for did or does, or letter transposition, e.g. *quite* for quiet. On the other hand, Polio’s second category (2012) also embodies two subcategories for wrongly spelled words due to mispronunciation which break English spelling rules, e.g. *admits* as admits or says as *sais* or ignore silent letters i.e. *nife* for knife or soften as *sofen*. Misspelling some common words can cause confusion and misunderstanding, e.g. were for where or overgeneralizing English sound patterns, e.g. the homophone in receive as *receave*. This sub-category also includes spelling errors caused by letter substitution, e.g. decide as *deside* (Akkus & Benmamoun, 2016).

4. Conclusion

Existing research suggests that English spelling and vocabulary is one of the most critical challenges for Arab learners, resulting in them making a lot of spelling errors and mistakes. Furthermore, the research also suggests that spelling errors negatively impact the writing proficiencies of the students and their written comprehensibility. Furthermore, a number of studies also suggest a positive relationship between students’ reading ability and its reflective influence on their spelling and writing proficiency. If students can successfully overcome their errors and develop strong spelling abilities, this can influence their target language proficiency in all its aspects and features.
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